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Satyendra aka Sattu and Aarti meet to propose an arranged marriage and fall in love in the process. At first, their marriage seems
perfect, but problems soon begin to develop. Together with his wife, Swame, Shrikit becomes worried when her husband marries

another. Soon, Shrikit begins to secretly fall in love with Aarti, and plunges headlong into the world of sadhana to learn more about
devotion. This leads to a severe test of her love and devotion, Aarti kills her, but then a war breaks out between Satyendra and his

family. The village is between two warring armies. While Srikunda and Artajika were fighting, Satyenna goes berserk and his brother
kills him. Swame is forced to take charge of her marriage because she can no longer see Aarti. She takes on the burden of

responsibility for her children and tries to be a good parent. This story describes how human life is changed under the influence of
deep worship of Truth. She talks about how a person bows before the Truth, refusing worldly life, and how God can bring him back.
Disappointment and despair tear Srikundha apart and he commits suicide. Artie tries to escort him to the grave, but she falls into the
lake and crashes to her death. Artaggio returns home and goes through hell, in which he visits mothers and fathers who kill and kill
their children. He watches their lives crumble, seeing their old and new chains. He sees their complete dependence on home, family
and religion. They suffer from toxic emotional dullness, fatigue, and the trap of illusion. This is a catharsis for the purifying soul.

Artie was an ideal for many people, her life and her love was an example for many children to follow. Artyna Kumar or Arty Satang
helped the world accept her and change their lives. She was one of the most intelligent people of her time and influenced the cultures
of India and Sri Lanka, inspiring many to also lead a sublime life full of absolute selflessness and love for everything. After the death
of Artyna Kumar, many of her friends, people from society, were killed as a consequence of political actions. Satyenjra and his wife

Satyagaya also faced difficulties due to their son, who was involved in the scan
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